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Abstract. In this paper we study the following general MaxMinoptimization problem concerning undesirable (obnoxious) facility location: Given a set of n sites S inside a convex region P , construct m
garbage deposit sites Vm such that the minimum distance between these
sites Vm and the union of S and Vm , Vm ∪ S, is maximized. We present a
general method using Voronoi diagrams to approximately solve two such
problems when the sites S’s are points and weighted convex polygons
(correspondingly, Vm ’s are points and weighted points and the distances
are L2 and weighted respectively). In the latter case we generalize the
Voronoi diagrams for disjoint weighted convex polygons in the plane.
Our algorithms run in polynomial time and approximate the optimal
solutions of the above two problems by a factor of 2.

1

Introduction

In the area of environmental operations management we usually face the problem
of locating sites to deposit (nuclear and/or conventional) wastes. Because of the
radiation and pollution effect we do not want to locate such a site too close to
a city. Moreover, we cannot even locate two sites too close to each other (even
if they are far from cities where human beings reside) — this is especially the
case when the sites are used to deposit nuclear wastes as the collective radiation
becomes stronger.
Another related application is something to do with satellite placement. In
the sky we already have quite a lot of satellites and certainly the number is
increasing year by year. When we launch a new satellite, we certainly need to
place it at such a location which is far from the existing ones as long as there is
no other constraints — putting them too close would affect the communication
quality.
This problem arises in many other applications in practice. However, how to
find efficient solutions for these kinds of problems is not an easy task and this
?
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presents a new challenge for computational geometers. In this paper we study
several versions of this problem. We call this general problem the Undesirable
Facility Location Problem (UFL, for short) and formulate two versions of the
problem as follows.
I. Undesirable Point Placement Problem (UPP). Given a convex
polygonal domain P and a set of point sites S in P , find the location of m
undesirable or obnoxious facilities in P , which consist of a point set Vm , so as to
ˆ m , Vm ∪ S)}
Maximize {d(V
where the maximum is over all the possible positions of the points in Vm and
ˆ m , Vm ∪ S) defined as
d(V
ˆ m , Vm ∪ S) =
d(V

min

{d(x, q)}

{x6=q}∧{x∈Vm }∧{q∈Vm ∪S}

with d(x, q) being the Euclidean distance between x and q.
Note that the Undesirable Point Placement problem (UPP) is evidently a
MaxMin-optimization problem. We can see that the solution maximizes the distances between the undesirable facilities and the distances between the ordered
pairs of points from the undesirable facilities and the sites. Therefore, the damage
or pollution to the sites is low.
In reality, we know that the importance, areas, or the capacity of enduring
damages of various cities are different. We take this into consideration and make
the problem more general and practical, we introduce the weighted function
w(q) for point q, extend the point sites to disjoint weighted convex polygons
and permit the metric to be either L2 or L1 . Our objective is to distinguish the
difference of importance of various sites, capture the real geographic conditions
and to satisfy various needs in practice. We therefore formulate the following
more general problem.
II. Undesirable Weighted Point Placement Problem (UWPP). Given
a convex polygonal domain P and a set of disjoint convex polygonal sites S in
P where each point q in a polygon s ∈ S has weight w(q) = w(s) (w(s) ≥ 1 is
associated with the polygon s), find the location of m undesirable facilities in P ,
which consist of a point set Vm and have the same weight 1 ≤ w0 ≤ w(s), s ∈ S,
so as to
Maximize {dˆw (Vm , Vm ∪ S)}
where the maximum is over all the possible positions of the points in Vm and
dˆw (Vm , Vm ∪ S) is defined as
dˆw (Vm , Vm ∪ S) =

min

{dw (x, q)}

{x6=q}∧{x∈Vm }∧{q∈Vm ∪S}

1
d(x, q), d(x, q) being the Euclidean distance in between x
with dw (x, q) = w(q)
and q.
We remark that the Undesirable Weighted Point Placement Problem (UWPP)
is a much more complex MaxMin-optimization problem. If set Vm is chosen such
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that the objective function of UWPP reaches its optimal value (which is called
the m-optimal value of UWPP, denoted as d∗m ) then we call the thus chosen set
Vm a m-extreme set of UWPP, denoted as Vm∗ .
It is obvious that in a solution to UWPP the undesirable facilities are farther
away from those sites with larger weights. Hence the sites with larger weights
can get more protect against the undesirable facilities. Although we formulate
the problem as the Undesirable Weighted Point Placement Problem in the plane,
it can be formulated as problem in other fields like packing satellites in the sky
or packing transmitters on the earth.
It should be noted that finding the optimal solutions, Vm∗ , for either UPP
or UWPP is not an easy task. The exhaustive search method is not possible as
the spaces of the solutions to the problems are continuous regions in R2m and
the minimizing step of the objective function concerns some continuous regions
in R2 . So far we have not been able to obtain an algorithm to find an optimal
solution for either of the two problems even if it is of exponential time complexity.
The difficulty of the problem can also be seen from the following. It is not yet
known how to pack as many as possible unit circles in a given special polygon P ,
like a square. In this setting, S is empty and we want to determine the maximum
ˆ m , Vm ) is at least two [13].
set Vm such that the distance d(V
Although the problem is hard to solve, in practice, usually an approximate
solution is acceptable as long as the solution is efficient. In this paper we present
a general incremental Voronoi diagram algorithm which approximate the optimal
solution of the two problems by a factor of 2.

2

The Incremental Voronoi Diagram Algorithm for UPP

In this section we present an incremental Voronoi diagram algorithm for approximating the Undesirable Point Placement Problem (UPP). The basic ideas of the
algorithm are as follows: (1). We successively choose the points of Vm from a
discrete set. At i-th step we choose the point which is the farthest away from the
points in Vi−1 chosen previously and all sites in S. (2). The point in Vi − Vi−1
which is the farthest from Vi−1 ∪ S is always among the Voronoi vertices of
Vor(Vi−1 ∪ S), vertices of polygon P and the intersection points of the Voronoi
edges of Vor(Vi−1 ∪ S) and P .
Basically, the algorithm uses a strategy of computing points in Vm from a
finite discrete field rather than from a continuous field. The algorithm and analysis is as follows.
Algorithm UPP
Input: A convex polygon P , a set of points S in P .
Output: The set of points Vm in P .
Procedure:
1. Initialize V := ∅.
2. Compute the Voronoi diagram of (V ∪ S), Vor(V ∪ S).
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3. Find the set B consisting of the Voronoi vertices of (V ∪ S), the vertices of
P and the intersection points between Voronoi edges and the edges of P .
Among the points in B, choose the point v which maximizes d(v, qv ), v ∈ B,
where qv ∈ V ∪ S and Vor region(qv ) contains point v.
4. Update V := V ∪ {v} and return to Step 2 when |V | ≤ m.
We have the following theorem regarding the above algorithm.
Theorem 1. The output Vm generated by Algorithm UPP presents a 2-approximation to the optimal solution for the Undesirable Point Placement Problem
(UPP).
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following lemma, which is similar to
the methods used in [6,8].
Lemma 2. Given any convex polygon P and any set S of point sites in P , for
d∗
any set Vt of t points in P there exists a point p ∈ P such that d(p, Vt ∪S) ≥ t+1
2 ,
where d∗t+1 is the (t + 1)-optimal value of the UPP, where d(p, Vt ∪ S) denotes
the Euclidean distance between point p and set Vt ∪ S.
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is not true. Then there exists a point set Vt
in P such that for any p ∈ P ,
max d(p, Vt ∪ S) <

d∗t+1
.
2
d∗

Let r be the value of the left-hand side and we have r < t+1
2 . For each point
q ∈ Vt ∪ S, draw a circle centered at q with radius r. By the optimality of r,
every pair of points in P and Vt ∪ S must be at most r distance away. Therefore,
it is obvious that the union of these circles must cover the whole area of P .
∗
∪ S. ConseThis implies that one of these circles must cover two points of Vt+1
d∗
∗
∗
∗
ˆ
= d(V , V ∪S) ≤ 2r. This contradicts the fact that r < t+1 . t
u
quently, d
t+1

t+1

t+1

2

Proof for Theorem 1. For any k ≤ m let point p ∈ P maximizes d(x, Vk ∪
S), x ∈ P . We assert that p must be in the set of points consisting of the
Voronoi vertices of Vor(Vk ∪ S), the vertices of P and the intersection points
between Voronoi edges of Vor(Vk ∪ S) and the edges of P . In other words p
must be a boundary point of some Voronoi region of Vor(Vk ∪ S) ∩ P . If it
is not the case then p would fall in the interior of Vor region(q) ∩ P for some
q ∈ Vk ∪ S. Hence there is one point p 0 on the boundary of Vor region(q) ∩ P
such that d(p 0 , q) > d(p, q) which contradicts the definition of p. Hence for point
vk , the k-th (k ≤ m) chosen point for set Vm by step 3 of Algorithm UPP,
d(vk , Vk−1 ∪ S) = max{x∈P } {d(x, Vk−1 ∪ S)} (recall that d(vk , Vk−1 ∪ S) denotes
the distance between point vi and set Vi−1 ∪ S).
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Also, we have the relation
d(vk , Vk−1 ∪ S) ≤ d(vk−1 , Vk−2 ∪ S), k = 2, 3, · · · , m.
The reason is that all Vor region(q), q 6= vk , which belong to Vor(Vk ∪ S) ∩ P will
not grow relative to Vor region(q) ∈Vor(Vk−1 ∪ S) ∩ P after point vk is inserted.
In addition, the point on the boundary of Vor region(vk ) ∈Vor(Vk ∪S)∩P which
is the farthest to vk is always on the boundary of Vor region(q) ∈ Vor(Vk ∪ S) ∩
P, q ∈ Vk−1 ∪S, which is adjacent to Vor region(vk ) ∈Vor(Vk ∪S)∩P . So from this
relation by induction we can obtain the result that d(vk , Vk−1 ∪S) = d(Vk , Vk ∪S).
ˆ m , Vm ∪ S) = d(vm , Vm−1 ∪ S) =
Hence by the above assertion and Lemma 2 d(V
d∗
m
max{x∈P } {d(x, Vm−1 ∪ S)} ≥ 2 . This shows that Vm , the output of Algorithm
u
UPP, is a 2-approximation of Vm∗ (the m-extreme set of UPP). t
Time complexity. The algorithm runs in O(mN log N ) time, where N = |S| +
|P | + m. At each of the m iterations, Step 2 takes O(N log N ) time, Step 3
involves finding the nearest neighbor of each vertex v hence takes O(N log N )
time — we need to perform O(N ) point locations each taking logarithmic time.
It is possible to improve Step 2 by using the dynamic Voronoi diagram (Delaunay
triangulation) algorithm of [3,4] so that over all of the m iterations 1 , Step 2
takes O(N log N + m log N ) time instead of O(mN log N ) time. But this will not
change the overall time complexity of the algorithm as Step 3 takes O(N log N )
time at each of the m iterations.

3

A Generalization to the Weighted Plane

In this section, we consider yet another generalization of the problem to the
weighted (L2 or L1 ) plane. We make some necessary adjustment to Algorithm
UPP so as to approximately solve the Undesirable Weighted Point Placement
Problem (UWPP). The basic idea is the same as Algorithm UPP. But the set
B in step 3 should be change to the set B 0 consisting of the Voronoi vertices
and dividing points of Vor(Vt ∪ S), vertices of P , the intersection points between
Voronoi segments of Vor(V ∪ S) and the edges of P .
3.1

The Weighted Voronoi Diagram of Convex Polygons in the
Plane

We generalize the concept of Voronoi diagram of points in the plane in three
aspects: (1) change point sites to disjoint convex polygons, (2) each site has a
positive weight which is at least one, (3) under both metric L2 and L1 (we will
focus on L2 ). To the best knowledge of the authors, in metric L2 the Voronoi
diagram of weighted points in the plane is well studied [1], but the Voronoi
diagram of weighted convex polygon objects is seldomly studied. In metric L1
1

In practice, we advocate the use of [7] to update the Voronoi diagram when a new
point is added and the point location algorithm of [5,12].
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there are only results on the Voronoi diagram of points in the plane [10,11] before
this work.
Let S be a set of disjoint convex polygons in the plane which are associated
with weights w(s) ≥ 1, s ∈ S. The weighted Voronoi diagram of S (for short
WVD(S)) is a subdivision of the plane consisting of Voronoi regions, Voronoi
faces, Voronoi edges, Voronoi segments, Voronoi vertices and Voronoi dividing
points. Vor region(s) is defined as
Vor region(s) = {x|

1
1
d(x, s) ≤
d(x, t), t ∈ S}.
w(s)
w(t)

A Voronoi face of the WVD(S) is a connected component of a thus defined
Voronoi region. A Voronoi edge is the intersection of two Voronoi faces. A Voronoi
segment is the maximal portion of a Voronoi edge which can be described by a
curve equation. A Voronoi dividing point is an endpoint of a Voronoi segment
and a Voronoi vertex is the intersection of three Voronoi edges. We now focus on
L2 and present the necessary details. In Figure 1, we show an example of three
convex polygons with weights 1, 2 and 3 (for convenience, we use 1, 2 and 3 to
represent them as well). Note that the Voronoi edge between 2 and 3 which is
inside P is composed a set of Voronoi segments.

2

1

v

3

P
Fig. 1. A weighted Voronoi diagram of three convex polygons.

Lemma 3. Suppose S = {s1 , s2 } consist of two weighted disjoint convex polygons
in the plane and 1 ≤ w(s1 ) < w(s2 ), then Vor region(s1 ) is a limitary connected
region. The boundary of Vor region(s1 ) (which is a Voronoi edge) consists of
some Voronoi segments which are parts of conic curves, respectively, i.e.
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1. A Voronoi segment is a part of a circle determined by equation
1
1
d(x, p) =
d(x, q)
w(p)
w(q)
where x is a point of the Voronoi segment and p, q are a pair of vertices of two
convex polygons s1 and s2 .
2. A Voronoi segment is a part of a hyperbola, parabola or ellipse determined
by equation
1
1
d(x, p) =
d(x, e)
w(p)
w(e)
where x is a point of the Voronoi segment and p (e) is vertex (edge) convex
polygon s1 (s2 ). The segment is a part of a hyperbola, parabola or ellipse when
the weight of the vertex p is bigger than, equal to or less than the weight of the
edge e.
3. A Voronoi segment is a straight line segment determined by equation
1
1
d(x, e1 ) =
d(x, e2 )
w(e1 )
w(e2 )
where x is a point of the Voronoi segment and e1 , e2 are a pair of edges of two
convex polygons s1 and s2 .
There are some difference between the WVD(S) and the classic Voronoi diagram of points (for short VD(P )) or the weighted Voronoi diagram of points (for
short WVD(P )): an Voronoi edge in VD(P ) or WVD(P ) has just one Voronoi
segment which is a part of a straight line (in VD(P )) or a part of circle (in
WVD(P )), but a Voronoi edge in WVD(S) contains some Voronoi segments
which are of different conic curves. Therefore, in WVD(S) Voronoi dividing
points are different from Voronoi vertices. Similar to [2], we make the following
definition.
Definition 1. Given two weighted disjoint convex polygons s1 , s2 in the plane
and 1 ≤ w(s1 ) < w(s2 ), V or region(s1 ) is defined as the dominance of s1 over
s2 , for short dom(s1 , s2 ), and the closure of the complement of Vor region(s1 )
is called the dominance of s2 over s1 , for short dom(s2 , s1 ).
The following lemma follows from the definition of Voronoi diagrams and is
the basis for constructing WVD(S).
Lemma 4. Let S be a finite set of weighted convex polygons in the plane and
s ∈ S.
\
dom(s, t).
Vor region(s) =
t∈S−{s}

In general, Vor region(s) in WVD(S) may have O(|S|) Voronoi faces, i.e.,
the region does not need to be connected and its connected parts do not need
to be simply connected. Overall, the WVD(S) can be computed in O(|S|3 ) time
and O(|S|2 ) space, using standard techniques in computational geometry [14].
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Algorithm

We now present the approximation algorithm for UWPP.
Algorithm UWPP
Input: A convex polygon P , a set S of disjoint weighted convex polygons in
P and each polygon s ∈ S has a weight w(s) ≥ 1.
Output: The set of points Vm , all with weight 1 ≤ w0 ≤ w(s), s ∈ S.
Procedure:
1. Initialize V := ∅.
2. Compute the weighted Voronoi diagram of (V ∪ S), WVD(V ∪ S).
3. Find the set B 0 consisting of the Voronoi vertices and dividing points of
W V D(V ∪ S), the vertices of P and the intersection points between Voronoi
segments of W V D(V ∪ S) and the edges of P . Among the points in B 0 ,
choose the point v which maximizes w(q1 v ) d(v, qv ), where v ∈ B 0 , qv ∈ V ∪ S
and v ∈ Vor region(qv ).
4. Update V := V ∪ {v} and return to Step 2 when |V | ≤ m.
In Figure 1, if we only add one obnoxious facility then it would be placed at
the low-left corner of P . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The output Vm of Algorithm UWPP is a 2-approximation to the
Undesirable Weighted Point Placement Problem.
First we need to generalize Lemma 2, which is important to the proof of
Theorem 1, to the following Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. Let P and S be as in the definition of UWPP. For any set Vt of t
points in P with weight 1 ≤ w0 ≤ w(s), s ∈ S there exists a point x ∈ P such
that
d∗
1
d(x, qx ) ≥ t+1 , x ∈ P,
max
w(qx )
2
where qx ∈ Vt ∪ S, x ∈ Vor region(qx ) and d∗t+1 is the (t + 1)-optimal value of
UWPP.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true, then there exists a point set Vt in P
(note that points in Vt have the same weight 1 ≤ w0 ≤ w(s), s ∈ S) such that
max

d∗
1
d(x, qx ) < t+1 , x ∈ P
w(qx )
2

where qx ∈ Vt ∪ S and x is contained in Vor region(qx ). Let r be the value of
d∗
the left-hand side, so we have r < t+1
2 . For q ∈ Vt ∪ S (Vt ∪ S is either a point
all the
in Vt or a convex polygon in S), we expand q to q̄ such that q̄ contains
S
points within w(q)r distance (in L2 ) to q. By the optimality of r, q∈Vt ∪S {q̄}
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∗
∗
contains all the points in P . So there are two points of Vt+1
∪ S (Vt+1
is the
(t + 1)-extreme set of UWPP) contained in some q̄ (q ∈ Vt ). This implies that
d∗
the (t + 1)-optimal value of the UWPP d∗t+1 ≤ 2r, a contradiction with r < t+1
2 .
t
u

Proof for Theorem 5. Let vk be the k-th chosen point for set Vm by step 3 of
Algorithm UWPP. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1 we also have the result that
vk maximizes w(q1 x ) L(x, qx ), x ∈ P where qx ∈ Vk−1 ∪ S and x ∈ Vor region(qx ).
We assert that 1 d(vk , qv ) = dˆw (Vk , Vk ∪ S). In fact, we have
w(qvk )

k

dˆw (vk−1 , qvk−1 ) ≥ dˆw (vk , qvk ), k = 1, 2, · · · , m.
The reason is that as w0 ≤ w(s), s ∈ S, all Vor region(q), q 6= vk , which belong
to Vor(Vk ∪S) will not grow relative to Vor region(q) ∈ Vor (Vk−1 ∪S) after point
vk is inserted. Also, the point on the boundary of Vor region(vk ) ∈ Vor (Vk ∪ S)
which is the farthest to vk is always on the boundary of Vor region(q) ∈ Vor (Vk ∪
S), q ∈ Vk−1 ∪S, which is adjacent to Vor region(vk ) ∈ Vor(Vk ∪S). Based on this
fact we can easily prove the above assertion by induction. Therefore, following
Lemma 6
dˆw (Vm , Vm ∪ S) = w(q1v ) d(vm , qvm )
m
= max{x∈P } { w(q1 x ) d(x, qx )},
where qx ∈ Vm−1 ∪ S and x ∈ Vor region(qx )
d∗
≥ 2m .
t
u
Time complexity. The algorithm runs in O(mN 3 ) time, where N = |S|+ |P |+
m. At each of the m iterations, Steps 2 and 3 take O(N 3 ) time and O(N 2 ) space.
We comment that the WVD(S) can be generalized to L1 metric. Moreover,
the facilities can have different weights (but we then should first place the facility
with the largest weight, among those unplaced ones). The details are omitted.
Finally, we comment that it might be possible for us to trade the running
time of this algorithm with the approximation factor. We can use the geometric Voronoi diagram of S in L2 , which is planar and can be constructed in
O(N log N ) time and O(N ) space [9,15,16].

4

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we present a method to solve a MaxMin-optimization problem in
obnoxious facility location. The method is general and can be generalized to
many interesting cases when the sites are not necessary points. It is an open
question whether we can obtain an optimal solution for the problem (even it is
of exponential time complexity). Another question is whether the O(N 3 ) time
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for computing WVD(S) in Section 3 can be further improved. Finally, all the
facilities we consider are points (or weighted points); however, in practice sometimes the facilities might be of some size as well. It is not know whether our
method can be generalized to these situations. For example, what if the facilities
are unit circles?
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